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About This Game

Faceted Flight is a stylized stunt flight game designed to deliver the thrill of flight without ever leaving your chair.

Take control of the Hover Jet and challenge ghost racers in Ring Attack or just relax and explore Free Flight....or you could
always hop into the cockpit of the Jump Seat and give Target Practice a try.

As an Early Access supporter, you'll get a first hand look at Faceted Flight's ongoing development through frequent updates
including new levels, new features, and lots of bug fixing.

What are you waiting for? Do a barrel roll.
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Title: Faceted Flight
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Racing, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
The Department of Silly Stuff
Publisher:
The Department of Silly Stuff
Release Date: 5 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i7

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 970m

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 350 MB available space

Sound Card: yes.

Additional Notes: Best played with a Controller / Gamepad.

English
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faceted flight. faceted eyes flight rising

Really not a good game, allready at lvl 4 im stuck , not getting any further, and i dont care about getting further eighter, its just
not a fun game.

if you want a ok tower defence game, look elsewhere.. Game developed by Red Winter, a two man studio based in Russia.

Some say Red Winter developed this game while swearing ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥”, and that the studio has an undead cow as
a pet. All we know is, it’s called Dungelot: Shattered Lands.

Complex gameplay, great graphics, great music, non-age restrictive. I never was a fan of such genres, considering games under
this category to be dull, lifeless and quite dead. Red Winter managed to successfully develop a “Minesweeper of roguelikes”, as
CL4P-TP would say “Viva la Robolution” however in this case we talk about zombies smarter than the average undead,
scarecrow unions and cultists in masks torturing cats because they’re too cute for this world.

4 upgradable chars with distinctive play styles, three worlds, 18 dungeons and a mouse named Tom.

At the moment the game is still being structurally updated, therefore cons at this point are considered to be rushed imo, kind of
flashbangs thrown by Carl in front of his teammates confronting terro.

All in all, unique, modern, worth playing.. A game that requires this much going back and forth really needs (desperately) a
smoother and quicker way of moving around. It is so slow to move around that I had to resort to a walkthrough to get straight
where I needed to go and that removes the exploring and spoils all the fun. So, I doubt I will ever play this one again and I only
got started. It's a pity, because the story seemed quite interesting.. Love it, Very Good!. its fine. same as every RPG games i
played. a very good sim game.
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I just love the concept and the fact you can complete a puzzle, complete it "in the right way" and find pearls / secrets within
each round!. EDIT 16/3/2016
Regional locks have been lifted and the game now has an option for "worldwide matches". While ping may be a concern, most
games I have played online have not plagued me with packet loss or lagspikes. Game has been optimized for slower PCs and
newer machines alike. Gameplay balance is constantly being fixed.

Listen up, other game developers. This is how GreyBox and Petrogylph does things: exactly what the fans want. Thumbs up to
the folks over at GreyBox and Retroglyph for the continuous updates and connections to the fans. Thank you so very much.

EDIT: Issues regarding region lock, game optimization and gameplay balance are being fixed as I type. This is the prime time to
purchase this classical RTS and get to commanding!

[Original Post]
This is my first time writing a review on Steam but hell, this game deserves it.

Grey Goo is astonishingly fun to play, has decent AI, and good game mechanics. It is a good game overall, sadly I am speaking
at launch, and there are loads of issues waiting to be fixed.

First off, the game is currently not fully optimized, and it lags the hell out of slower and even newer pcs.
Secondly, the game is region locked, so you can't play online if you're stuck somewhere outside of players who have this game.
Lastly, Menu screen are extremely laggy in-matches, which is probably due to optimization errors.

Would I recommend this game? Absolutely.
Would I recommend you buy it now? The answer is No. wait till the issues are fixed and you'll get one hell of an RTS.. This
Program has Malware in the configdlg.exe , Atc4. I like it! The graphics are clean and the exploration is interesting.. Very good
game! I will wait until save support is integrated, as a playthrough seems too long in one sitting. But all-in-all; well worth the
buck!. Had game since release, some actions tied to default keybinds do not work for custom binds. Still no patch for that but
trying to sell DLC ?? the part I could play was ok but I'm not changing keybinds every time one of these actions comes up.
Bought on PC to use kb+m not play controller first interface design. Waste of my money until patched. 10 year old games get
keybinds right, pitiful. If you use controller or default binds go for it, for me it's NO.. Couldn't finish due to Second mission
being unbalanced and impossible to beat. Story doesn't add anything new.
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